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As readers of the Winnunga Newsletter, and other media, would
be aware I have for years been advocating loudly and regularly
about the disgraceful over-representation of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples in prison or otherwise involved
with the criminal justice system.
As painful as it is to have to face the awful truth, the worst
performing Government in Australia, when it comes to locking
up Aboriginal peoples, is the ACT Government.

Julie Tongs OAM, CEO

The latest data on Indigenous incarceration in the ACT reflects
the depth of the crisis, in fact an ever worsening and festering
crisis, in the nature and extent of the over-representation of
Aboriginal peoples in the justice system.
It was because of this that in July last year I wrote, in despair, to the then
Attorney-General, Mr Gordon Ramsay and the Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Affairs, Ms Rachel Stephen-Smith.
In my letter I said, among other things:
‘As you would be aware the ACT has the highest rate of increase in the incarceration of
Aboriginal men and women in Australia and the highest rate of Indigenous incarceration
in Australia.
In fact, in the last eight years there has been a 279% increase in Aboriginal incarceration
and the Minister for Corrections has advised that 90% of Aboriginal detainees in the
AMC have a prior conviction.
It is clear that the policies and procedures purportedly in place in the ACT to address the
disproportionate level of contact of Aboriginal peoples with the different arms of the
justice system, whether it be the police, courts, prison, throughcare, community
corrections or parole are quite simply failing to address the disproportionate levels of
Indigenous incarceration.’
I accordingly concluded my letter by asking the ACT Government to: ‘…initiate a
detailed, comprehensive and independent inquiry into the effectiveness of all arms of
the justice system and their contact with and response to members of the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander community.’
To their credit the now Attorney-General, Mr Shane Rattenbury and the Minister for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs, Ms Rachel Stephen-Smith convened, on
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‘The Ministers
went on to
reiterate the
Government’s
commitment
to ensuring
that the
Aboriginal
community
would lead
the work…’

24 March 2021, a Roundtable meeting involving a wide range of representatives of the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community to discuss, among other things, the
desired form of a commitment which the ACT Government had given in response to my
letter to : ‘a holistic review of the overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people in the justice system, led by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community.’
The Ministers went on to reiterate the Government’s commitment to ensuring that the
Aboriginal community would lead the work and further advised: ‘We are seeking your
expertise and guidance on how the Government can facilitate the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander community to lead a comprehensive review of these issues.’
At the Roundtable, which involved a wide-ranging exchange of views, I reiterated my
opinion that the over-representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in
the ACT in contact with the justice system and in prison had reached crisis point. I
expressed my firm view that a piecemeal approach to the issues we faced was not
feasible and would not be effective and that only a Royal Commission style inquiry would
suffice.
It was ultimately agreed by participants at the Roundtable that I should convene a follow
up meeting with a view, as requested by Ministers Rattenbury and Stephen-Smith to
formalising the Aboriginal community’s preferred option for identifying and addressing
the multiple issues impacting on the over-representation of Aboriginal peoples in the ACT
with the justice system.
As agreed, I convened such a meeting on 15 April 2021. The meeting was attended by 16
senior Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community leaders. The meeting was
addressed by Senator Pat Dodson and Professor Larissa Behrendt who responded to a
wide range of questions and comments from meeting participants about the issues under
consideration.
The meeting debated the issues before agreeing, unanimously, to the following
resolutions:
1. That the Government be advised that it is the view of the Aboriginal community of the
Australian Capital Territory that the most effective and best prospect for identifying and
responding to the over-representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander people in
the ACT, in touch with the justice system or incarcerated, is by means of a formal
Commission of Inquiry in accordance with the Royal Commission Act 1991.
2. That the Aboriginal community be directly involved in all aspects of the establishment
of a Commission of Inquiry including the appointment of Commissioners, counsel
assisting the Commission and staff as well as in the development and scope of its terms
of reference.
3. In addition to the commissioning of such an inquiry it is also recommended that the
ACT Government make a commitment to a timeline and the necessary resourcing to
implement all outstanding recommendations of all reports and inquiries relevant in any
way to or a consequence of previous inquiries into aspects of the operation of any
component of the ACT justice system or into issues recognised as factor which contribute
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to contact with the justice system. The reports and inquiries relevant to this include but are not limited to:
•

All reports of the Inspector of Corrections

•

The report of Phillip Moss into the care in detention of Steven Freeman

•

The report of the ACT Auditor-General into rehabilitation in the AMC

•

The report of the Royal Commission into Black Deaths in Custody

•

Our Booris, Our Way

•

All Coroners Reports of deaths in the AMC

•

Inquiries and or reports related to homelessness, mental health, substance use and addiction, family
violence, poverty, unemployment, racism, child protection, youth detention, education of Aboriginal
children, bail and parole.

I have conveyed the unanimous views of the Aboriginal community representatives at the meeting to the
relevant Ministers. I have also sought the further advice and assistance of the senior Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander community leaders in identifying the range and scope of issues that should be included in the
terms of reference, currently being drafted on our behalf by our legal representative, Ken Cush and
Associates, for the inquiry.
I am particularly grateful to each of the Aboriginal members of the community who have to date
participated in the consideration and development of an inquiry into the issues relevant to this matter.
I am, as you would appreciate, looking forward to the Government’s early endorsement, consistent with its
many undertakings to support the Community’s preferred model of inquiry, of a Royal Commission into the
over-representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the ACT justice system and prison.

Winnunga’s Groups Are Back!
We are pleased to inform Winnunga AHCS Groups have all recommenced. Below are the days and times for
each group:
Men’s Group: Mondays 12:00pm - 2:30pm
Healthy Cooking Group: Tuesdays 12:00pm - 2:30pm
Mums and Bubs/Parenting Group: Wednesdays 10am - 12pm
Women’s Group: Thursdays 11am - 3pm
Wellbeing Group: Fridays 12:00pm - 2:30pm

If you would like more information about any of the groups or would like assistance with transport, please
contact the Social Health Team on 02) 6284 6222.
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The March edition of the Winnunga News featured an article about a motion moved in
the ACT Legislative Assembly by Ms Elizabeth Kikkert, the Opposition spokesperson for
Corrections, seeking an inquiry into systemic and institutional racism in the ACT.

‘The only
members of
the Assembly
apparently
concerned
about racism
in the ACT are
Liberal Party
members.’

As we reported the motion was opposed by every member of the Greens and the ALP
and consequently was defeated. The only members of the Assembly apparently
concerned about racism in the ACT are Liberal Party members.
There has been considerable feed-back from Aboriginal community members about the
decision of Labor and the Greens to pretend that racism either doesn’t exist or to simply
ignore its existence. Needless to say almost all of the feedback has been disbelieving and
highly critical.
In the same vein members of the community may not be aware that Opposition Leader
and Leader of the Liberal Party Ms Elizabeth Lee recently moved a motion, following
public representations by Winnunga AHCS CEO Ms Julie Tongs, over a number of years,
for an inquiry into poverty, including within the Aboriginal community.
Julie Tongs is strongly of the view, having regard to the very high number of Aboriginal
peoples who have experienced or continue to experience poverty,
that progress in addressing the broad range of incidents of disadvantage that Aboriginal peoples suffer, including contact with the
justice system, will never be achieved if the underlying causes, most
particularly poverty are not addressed.

The motion moved by Elizabeth Lee was as follows:

Ms Lee: To move - That this Assembly:
(1)

notes that:

(a) it has been 20 years since the Sharing the Benefits Final Report
from the Carnell Government’s Poverty Task Group;

Leader of the Liberal
Party Ms Elizabeth Lee

(b) after 20 years of ACT Labor, thousands of Canberrans are struggling with the cost of
living and are consequently living in poverty;
(c) according to the ACT Council of Social Service, in the wake of COVID‑19, just over
38,000 people are living in poverty in the ACT;
(d) the Anglicare Rental Affordability Snapshot for 2020 highlighted the lack of affordable
housing for low income households in the ACT, with just 4 percent of properties being
affordable for someone on minimum wage; and
(e) data from CoreLogic shows the median weekly rent for houses in Canberra is $657,
up 3.6 percent since 2019, while median weekly unit rents are $473.
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(2)

‘As with the
Liberal Party
motion
seeking an
inquiry into
racism the
motion for an
inquiry into
poverty,
which was
explicitly
sought by
Julie Tongs,
was also
defeated.’

further notes that:

(a) over the last five years, electricity and gas prices have risen by 25 percent and 31
percent respectively in Canberra, prices for medical and hospital services have increased
28 percent, and housing costs increased by 15 percent;
(b) many Canberrans are suffering from significant transport disadvantage due to many
suburban public transport services having been cut;
(c) Canberrans regularly pay higher petrol prices than motorists in surrounding towns and
most cities; and
(d) the ACT has the lowest general practitioner bulk-billing rate in the country, with
Canberrans being twice as likely as other Australians to put off seeing a doctor due to
high fees; and
(3)

calls on the Government to:

(a) develop a comprehensive strategy to deal with the causes and symptoms of poverty
in Canberra by establishing a Poverty Task Force; and
(b) work with the Poverty Task Force to facilitate appropriate consultation with
stakeholders, including community sector organisations, industry, and members of the
public. (Notice given 8 February 2021. Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper
unless called on within 4 sitting weeks - standing order 125A).
As with the Liberal Party motion seeking an inquiry into racism the motion for an inquiry
into poverty, which was explicitly sought by Julie Tongs, was also defeated.

The members of the Assembly voted as follows:
Peter Cain, Liberal, YES

Andrew Barr, ALP, NO

Mick Gentleman, ALP, NO

Leanne Castley, Liberal, YES

Yvette Berry, ALP, NO

Suzanne Orr, ALP, NO

Alistair Coe, Liberal, YES

Andrew Braddock, Greens, NO

Marisa Paterson, ALP, NO

Jeremy Hanson, Liberal, YES

Joy Burch, ALP, NO

Michael Patterson, ALP, NO

Guilia Jones, Liberal, YES

Tara Cheyne, ALP, NO

Shane Rattenbury, Greens, NO

Nicole Lawder, Liberal, YES

Jo Clay, Greens, NO

Chris Steel, ALP, NO

Elizabeth Lee, Liberal, YES

Emma Davidson, Greens, NO

Rebecca Vaserotti, Greens, NO

Mark Parton, Liberal, YES

Jonathan Davis, Greens, NO
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Julie Tongs has welcomed the report by the ACT Inspector of
Corrections, Mr Neil McAllister into the riot which occurred at the
Alexander Maconochie Centre on 10 and 11 November 2020. The report
concentrates, in the main, on the effectiveness of the response to the
riot by ACT Corrections and Corrections Officers. The inspector identified
a number of issues in relation to the response which are the subject of
all 13 of the recommendations which he has made. The
recommendations are in effect focussed solely on a range of legal and
administrative issues which the Inspector believes the riot and the
response to it exposed as requiring clarification and/or rectification.
Julie Tongs has said she accepts that there can be no argument that the
response to riots and other disturbances at the prison must be as
professional and effective as they possibly can be. The lives and welfare
of not just detainees but also responding officers must be accorded the
highest priority. Julie is pleased that the Inspector has drawn attention
to a number of areas where the response of Corrections Staff can potentially be improved.
Julie said she nevertheless believes that greater attention might have been given in the report to the reasons
for the riot. The report refers only in passing and in cryptic fashion to the possible causes of the initial
disturbance and its escalation into a full-blown riot.
In the Executive Summary it is noted: ‘What started as some sort of passive protest about tobacco purchases
earlier that day quickly escalated when a few of the 27 detainees began lighting fires and destroying
furniture. The ultimate damage bill is in the order of $5.7 million.’
Later in the report, at page 11, the Inspector touches on other issues that may have caused some tension
including the confiscation of a phone earlier in the day, and the failure to provide some detainees with a
dessert with dinner.
The report does detail a number of other issues that were considered as potentially relevant to the riot,
including lock-ins and restrictions on visits, these were effectively dismissed as contributing factors.
Julie Tongs said her main concern with the lack of greater attention to or a deeper understanding of the
reasons for the riot is that without any real understanding of why it occurred it is harder if not impossible for
ACT Corrections to respond in a way that ensures it not happen again.
Julie said that on the basis of her close association with the AMC since its opening and her relationship with
Aboriginal detainees who constitute one quarter of the prison population, the most consistent and serious
complaint which detainees have with the management of the AMC is that they are subjected to the longest
time locked in cells in Australia at an average of 15 hours a day, seven days a week, and that there are no
real jobs or structured activities, and they are, as a consequence, constantly bored to distraction.
Julie said, without wishing to appear cynical or fatalistic she has absolutely no doubt that if there are not
serious changes in the operation of the AMC there will almost certainly be further riots.
The report can be accessed at:
https://www.ics.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/1733999/Final-report_tagged.pdf
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How Does One Explain This?

The following chart and table which are based on data published by the Productivity Commission and the
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare raise disturbing questions that demand answers. The first chart
illustrates the percentage of people in Canberra who, as public patients, waited in 2018/19, longer than 365
days or one year for elective surgery. The data has been disaggregated by Aboriginality and reveals that an
Aboriginal person in Canberra is much more (62%) likely to wait more than one year for elective surgery
compared to a non-Aboriginal person.
The chart also reveals that an Aboriginal person in Canberra is approximately four times more likely to wait
longer than one year for elective surgery than Aboriginal people wait, on average, across the rest of
Australia.

The table below reveals that over the four years 2016-17 to 2019-20, a greater proportion of Aboriginal
persons attending the Accident and Emergency (AE) Department at Canberra and Calvary Public Hospitals
waited longer, on average, in all four years than non-Aboriginal persons for treatment. The table also reveals
that an Aboriginal person in Canberra who attends AE for treatment is more likely to wait longer than the
national benchmark compared to Aboriginal persons anywhere else in Australia.
Patients Treated Within National Benchmarks for Emergency Department Waiting Time
NSW

Vic

Qld

WA

SA

Tas

ACT

NT

Aust

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians
2019-20

81

69

78

75

71

64

47

69

76

2018-19

80

70

72

74

66

63

43

66

74

2017-18

81

72

71

73

68

65

46

60

73

2016-17

82

73

73

73

71

64

60

64

74

2019-20

81

70

76

65

65

65

48

67

73

2018-19

78

71

69

61

58

64

46

63

71

2017-18

80

72

67

63

60

66

49

55

72

2016-17

81

73

68

63

63

65

62

59

73

Other Australians
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How Does One Explain This (cont’d)

For the Aboriginal community in Canberra, the disparity in its timely access to elective surgery and
emergency department treatment in comparison to the non-Aboriginal people, and in comparison to
Aboriginal people elsewhere in the country, is reflected in relatively poor health outcomes as reported by
the Australian Bureau of Statistics. The table below shows that Aboriginal people in the ACT have the highest
rates of chronic conditions, three or more long term conditions, mental health problems, and hearing
problems.
Proportion of Aboriginal Population which has:

One or more selected chronic condition
Three or more current long-term health conditions
Eye/Sight Problems
Ear/Hearing Problems
Mental Health/Behavioural Problems

ACT
57.1%
53.2%
46.8%
20.8%
39.7%

Australia
45.5%
36.2%
37.8%
13.7%
24.2%

ACT’s Rank
Highest
Highest
Second Highest
Highest
Highest

The International Journal for Equity in Health published and article on ‘Access to primary health care services
for Indigenous peoples: A framework synthesis’. The article states the following:
Ensuring access to primary health care is widely accepted as key to improving health outcomes. In the case of
Indigenous populations living with high rates of chronic disease, access to these services is even more crucial.
Even in developed countries such as Australia, the number of Indigenous peoples dying from cardiovascular
disease is 1.5 times that of their non-Indigenous counterparts. Despite this, Indigenous peoples are often
prevented from accessing these types of services due to a range of barriers including the high cost of health
care, experiences of discrimination and racism and poor communication with health care professionals.
Evidence suggests that access to primary health care can be improved when services are tailored to the
needs of, or owned and managed by Indigenous communities themselves. This is because Indigenous health
care services are more likely to be free of racism and are generally more culturally appropriate than
mainstream services. They also tend to employ Indigenous staff who are able to speak the local language and
are often known by people accessing the service.’
The article can be accessed at: https://equityhealthj.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s12939-0160450-5.pdf

Winnunga Nimmityjah Aboriginal Health and Community Services is an
Aboriginal community controlled primary health care service operated by
the Aboriginal community in the ACT. Our vision is to provide a culturally
safe environment in which health and community services are provided
that support the achievement of optimal health and social outcomes for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

Fact: Winnunga was established in 1988 by local Aboriginal people inspired by the national mobilisation of
people around the opening of the new Parliament House in May and the visit by the Queen.
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Thirty Years On…
‘Thirty years on, I sense the same storm brewing around Aboriginal deaths in custody’
The Guardian, 17 April 2021 by Pat Dodson

‘When I
worked on the
royal
commission,
distrust of
police and
prisons ran
deep. The
situation
today is
worse, and
political
resolve is
lacking.’

When I worked on the royal commission,
distrust of police and prisons ran deep.
The situation today is worse, and political
resolve is lacking.
When a 28-year-old Aboriginal man
hanged himself in the Brewarrina police
cells on 6 August 1987, his family and the ‘The Morrison government’s response to growing
Aboriginal community (at least half the
concerns about the recent cluster of deaths has
population of the town) blamed foul play been quite desultory.’ Photograph: Mick Tsikas/
by the police, and violent protests erupted. AA
For prime minister Bob Hawke, it was “the
one death too many” that led to his establishing in October 1987 the royal commission
into Aboriginal deaths in custody (RCIADIC). As Commissioner Hal Wootten QC would
finally report, Aboriginal suspicions that the Brewarrina man was killed by police were
“not unreasonable or unnatural”; such suspicions were “voiced all over Australia.”
I was the only non-lawyer on the royal commission (the
other five commissioners were distinguished lawyers)
and it was my job to inquire into why Aboriginal people
were being taken into custody in Western Australia in
the first place, and the factors that pertained to their
deaths. Of the 99 deaths across the country between 1
January 1980 and 31 May 1989 that the commission
examined, 32 (29 males, three females) occurred in
Western Australia, where suspicion and distrust ran
particularly deep between Aboriginal people and the
agencies of police and prisons.

The royal commission into
Aboriginal deaths in custody
was commissioned by prime
minister Bob Hawke in 1987.

When I was appointed to the royal commission in July 1989, it had already been decided
to establish Aboriginal Issues Units in all states and territories. I recruited the late Rob
Riley, a Noongar man, to lead the WA unit. He had worked for the WA Aboriginal Legal
Service and was a former chair of the National Aboriginal Conference. His co-workers
were Darryl Kickett, another Noongar man, and Jackie Oakley; from Broome (where I
chose to be based) I recruited Paul Lane and fellow Yawuru countryman, Peter Yu, now
vice-president (First Nations) at Australian National University.
Our work was demanding. It fell to the staff in the Aboriginal Issues Unit to liaise with
Aboriginal communities across the state and lay the ground for the commission’s
hearings. Working days were long, travel was extensive. We visited prisons and lockups
and heard directly from Aboriginal people about their interactions with the criminal
Fact: The RCIADIC made 339 recommendations
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Thirty Years On…(cont’d)
justice system. It was depressing and confronting work for 18 months, and only later did
I appreciate the mental and emotional toll that our small team endured. I now believe
that the repetitive exposure to entrenched racism rekindled painful memories of the
traumas that Rob suffered at Sister Kate’s Children’s Home in Perth and contribute to
his tragic death on 30 April 1996, age 41.

‘“… each
individual who
died was
exposed to
some degree
of mission/
welfare
interference at
a primary or
secondary
level which …
resulted in
family
disruption.’

My report for the commission identified family disruption as a common background of
those who died in custody: “… each individual who died was exposed to some degree of
mission/welfare interference at a primary or secondary level which … resulted in family
disruption.”

Police and prison personnel in WA were most wary of our inquiry, and extracting official
information, even with all the powers of a royal commission, was often frustrating. John
Quigley was legal counsel for police and prison officers and our encounters were always
lively (his representation helped him win a life membership of the police union, but he
was stripped of that in 2007 after he was elected to parliament and criticised police – he
is now the WA attorney general).
In November 1990 I delivered my report (more than 1,000 pages) to Elliott Johnston QC,
who by then was heading up the royal commission. In the opening chapter, I wrote: “… I
can only conclude that the majority of Aboriginal people in this state remain not only in
a destabilised and powerless situation compared to the dominant non-Aboriginal
population, but also in a position where their powerlessness remains remarkably
unrecognised.” Aboriginal people needed to have control of certain process and
resources to direct and manage their legal, social, cultural and economic affairs.
Thirty years on, as the number of Aboriginal deaths in custody over that time
approaches the 500 mark, I sense that the same sort of storm of suspicion and
accusation is gathering as that which precipitated the royal commission in 1987. Political
resolve has been lacking, and the Morrison government’s response to growing concerns
about the recent cluster of deaths has been quite desultory.

Demonstrators demand an
end to frequent Aboriginal
deaths in custody in
Australia at a protest in
Melbourne. Photograph:
William West/AFP/Getty
Images

Fact: The RCIADIC recommendations included 35 relating to the investigation and notification of deaths, 13
recommending diversion from police custody, 30 on imprisonment as a last resort, and 36 on custodial health
and safety.
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‘All
governments
have failed to
address the
commission’s
fundamental
conclusion
that so many
Aboriginal
people were
dying in police
and prison
custody
because too
many were
being locked
up in the first
place. The
situation is
even much
worse today.’

In spite of what I’ve called “this festering crisis”, the government relies on a review by
Deloitte Access Economics in 2018 to declare that of the royal commission’s 339
recommendations, “91% have been fully or mostly implemented”. That’s what Senator
Amanda Stoker, assistant minister to the attorney general, asserted at an estimates
hearing on 26 March. She was wrong on two counts: firstly, the Deloitte review put the
figure at 78%; secondly, and more seriously, a subsequent assessment by 32 respected
academics found that the Deloitte review was deeply flawed: very few of the
recommendations have in fact been implemented and some government policies
directly contravene them.
Much thought and insight went into those recommendations and, if they had been
acted on and diligently monitored, we would not now be facing another crisis and
further loss of faith by First Nations people in the criminal justice system. The Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Commission (Atsic) was in existence when the royal
commission reported. It was not responsible for implementing the recommendations,
but it did have an oversight role. Since the Howard government’s brutal abolition of
Atsic in 2005, the oversight responsibilities of the commonwealth government have
dissipated and withered. It’s clear to me, after budget estimates hearings last month,
that we are back to the blame game between the commonwealth and the states and
territories.
All governments have failed to address the commission’s fundamental conclusion that
so many Aboriginal people were dying in police and prison custody because too many
were being locked up in the first place. The situation is even much worse today. The
royal commission was a commonwealth initiative: it’s for the commonwealth to ensure
the commission’s recommendations are effected.
•

Pat Dodson is a Labor senator for Western Australia

Photo source: The Conversation

Fact: Six Indigenous people have died since 2 March 2021 in Australian prisons.
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Access To Toiletries a Basic Right
Winnunga AHCS CEO Julie Tongs is calling on the Canberra community to respond to the
needs of detainees in the Alexander Maconochie Centre to be supplied with a range of
basic needs such as toiletries, including shampoo and roll-on deodorant, underwear,
socks, singlets and for sufficient funding for telephone calls to children, partners and
parents.

‘...policy
requires that
all detainees
in the AMC
purchase for
themselves all
their daily
toiletry
requirements
as well as
other goods
including food
items and
services...’

ACT Government policy requires that all detainees in the AMC purchase for themselves
all their daily toiletry requirements as well as other goods including food items and
services such as access to a telephone for over and above 40 minutes a week.
Each detainee has a personal bank account from which payments for all such items are
made.
The Government provides each detainee with a minimum payment of $15 a week for
the purchase of items such as food and toiletries and an allowance of $20 a week for
phone calls.
Phone calls are charged for at the rate of $5 per 10 minutes, i.e. a total of 40 minutes a
week. A detainee with say two parents, a partner and three children can, therefore,
speak to each member of their family for an average of six minutes a week. Owing to
the cancellation of contact visits because of COVID the limiting of phone calls to 40
minutes a week has been particularly cruel.
Family or friends of a detainee, who have the capacity to do so, are however able to
make payments into individual accounts. Detainees in receipt of supplemental
payments are thus able to purchase the full range of toiletries, extra food and extended
phone calls.
There are, obviously, a large cohort of detainees whose family either does not have any
capacity to support them, because perhaps they live in poverty or detainees who are
perhaps not in contact with their family. These detainees simply go without. It is not
uncommon for women detained in the AMC to not have access to shampoo or
deodorant and other toiletries or be forced to wear worn out underwear. This is
degrading and demeaning and should be condemned.
The absence of such basic items must also be having a major negative impact on the self
esteem and sense of self worth of detainees.
An insidious consequence in a closed environment of unequal access to such basic
needs is that it creates a major power imbalance between those that have and those
that do not.
It would be naive to believe that such power imbalances are not egregiously exploited
by some detainees to the significant detriment of those forced to try and manage on
the skimpy allowance provided by the ACT Government.

Fact: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1948, was the first
legal document to set out the fundamental human rights to be universally protected.
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‘...seeking the
support of the
whole of the
Canberra
community to
contribute
funds for the
purchase, in
the first
instance of a
range of
toiletries, such
as shampoo
and
deodorant, to
be provided to
detainees in
the AMC.’

Access To Toiletries a Basic Right
(cont’d)
Julie Tongs is, therefore, seeking the support of the whole of the Canberra community
to contribute funds for the purchase, in the first instance of a range of toiletries, such as
shampoo and deodorant, to be provided to detainees in the AMC. She is hopeful that
the Canberra community will also respond to the contribution of funds sufficient to
ensure that all detainees have an opportunity to maintain meaningful telephone
contact with their loved ones.
If you are able to contribute funds towards or otherwise assist in this cause please
contact Winnunga AHCS on 02) 6284 6222.

Human Rights Principles for ACT
Correctional Centres
The ACT Government’s Justice and
Community Safety Directorate in 2019
released a document titled ‘HUMAN
RIGHTS PRINCIPLES FOR ACT
CORRECTIONAL CENTRES’
In the Foreword by the then Minister for
Corrections and Justice Health Mr Shane
Rattenbury, it states ‘The Human Rights
Principles for ACT Correctional Centres
are a clear statement that detainees
must always be treated with humanity
and with respect for the inherent dignity
of the human person, and gives
important support to ensuring a safer,
more just community in the ACT.’
Under the heading of Respect and
Dignity, clause 6.3 states ‘Detainees must have access to toiletries, materials and
facilities necessary to keep themselves, their clothing and accommodation clean.’ This
is followed by clause 6.4 which states ‘Detainees should be provided with clothing and
bedding that is suitable to climatic conditions, clean, and not humiliating or degrading.’
For a copy of the full document go to: https://www.ics.act.gov.au/__data/assets/
pdf_file/0005/1317236/ACT-Human-Rights-Principles-in-the-AMC-booklet.PDF

Fact: Human Rights range from the most fundamental - the right to life - to those that make life worth living,
such as the rights to food, education, work, health, and liberty.
(Source: https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/pages/whatarehumanrights.aspx)
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COVID-19 Vaccination Update
Winnunga commenced COVID-19 vaccinations on 22 March at the start of ‘phase 1B’ of
the rollout. This was preceded by a short but rigorous preparation process that involved a
review of literature and government materials, attendance at Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander advisory meetings and weekly planning sessions within the clinic. Additionally, all
doctors and nurses involved in vaccine administration completed the compulsory online
training modules.

‘COVID-19
vaccination
clinics are
now running
at Winnunga
AHCS and we
encourage all
who are
eligible under
phase 1B of
the rollout to
book their
appointment.’

At the completion of weeks one and two of phase 1B, Winnunga nurses had vaccinated
166 clients, of which 106 (64%) were Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander and 97
(58%) were female. There were 81 (49%) Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander clients
over 55 years old and 36 (22%) non-Indigenous clients over 70 years old. 17 (10%)
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander clients and 17 (10%) non-Indigenous clients were
eligible because of a history of chronic disease or disability.
In addition to opportunistic recruitment through Winnunga clinics and word of mouth in
the community, the Social Health team have been sending text messages to eligible
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander clients over 50 years old.
If you would like more information about the COVID-19 vaccination or to book a time for
a vaccination, please call reception on (02) 6284 6222. If you are unsure of your eligibility
you will be able to talk to one of our nurses. Alternatively to find out if you are eligible
you can use the online eligibility checker, available at:
https://covid-vaccine.healthdirect.gov.au/eligibility
More information
Common questions and answers for First Nations people and COVID-19 vaccination can
be found at: https://www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/covid-19-vaccinationcommon-questions-aboriginal-and-torres-strait-islander-peoples
For the latest advice and updates from the Department of Health, visit:
https://www.health.gov.au/initiatives-and-programs/covid-19-vaccines
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‘An interval of
at least 14
days between
a dose of
influenza
vaccine and a
dose of COVID
-19 vaccine is
advised.’

Flu Vaccination
Timing influenza vaccination with
COVID-19 vaccination:
This year both influenza and
COVID-19 vaccines are available in
Australia. It is important to plan
vaccination timing to give the best
protection against both of these
potentially serious diseases.
An interval of at least 14 days
between a dose of influenza vaccine
and a dose of COVID-19 vaccine is
advised. This 14 day interval is the
same for either the Pfizer/BioNTech
(Comirnaty) vaccine or the
University of Oxford/AstraZeneca
vaccine.
When scheduling influenza and
COVID-19 vaccinations:
People in earlier phases for
COVID-19 vaccination should have
the COVID-19 vaccine as soon they
can, and then plan their influenza
vaccination. People in later
phases for COVID-19 vaccination
should have the influenza vaccine as soon as they can, and then have the COVID-19
vaccine when it is available to them.
Mandatory reporting of influenza vaccinations to the Australian Immunisation Register
(AIR):
It is now mandatory for all vaccination providers to report flu vaccinations to the AIR. This
came into effect on 1 March 2021. The information provided to the AIR includes some
personal information such as name, date of birth, contact details and some health care
identifiers including a Medicare card number.
Please call Winnunga AHCS on 02) 6284 6222 for more information about getting your
flu vaccination.
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Staff Profile
What do you do on the weekends?
Spend time with family, and my dogs
What is your favourite food?
Laksa

Name: Teanna Rix
Position: Medical Reception
Who’s your mob?
Gunai Kurnai

What do you like most about working at
Winnunga?
So welcoming and also feels like home to
me.
My Favourite pet?
Dogs
What is your pet hate?
Lying

Where’s your country?
Gippsland Victoria
Who is your favourite singer/band?
Archie Roach, Dua Lipa
What is your favourite song?
We’re good, Dua Lipa

We’re on the
web!
winnunga.org.au
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